
R. Franco set to stake claim as ICE’s leading 
land-based supplier 

  
Legendary Spanish gaming provider to unveil latest catalogue of 

global gaming solutions 

  
Madrid, 31st January 2020 - R. Franco is gearing up to position itself at ICE London next 
month as the industry’s foremost land-based supplier. 
  
Following a host of honours as finalists at the Global Gaming, SBC and British Casino 
Awards in recent months, its 2020 international portfolio will debut at Stand S5-110, with 
its latest gaming suite primed for the conference. 
  
As Spain’s most established gaming company, R. Franco’s land-based product offering 
boasts a track-record of excellence spanning over 50 years across five continents. The 
supplier is able to deliver a best-in-class entertainment experience for any global 
customer, no matter the location. 
                                                                                                                                       
Highlight products are set to include R. Franco’s multi-site linked progressive and fixed 
jackpots Lucky 8s game, shortlisted for the British Casino Awards – and based on its 
hugely popular Tombolo Roulette. 
  
Already proving a hit at casinos across Genting and the Hipprodrome’s UK estates, 
Lucky 8 provides the latest in table gaming excitement and guarantees not only fun, but 
also the feeling of frequent and high prizes to ensure players keep coming back for 
more. 
 
Adapted from Tombola Roulette, Lucky 8 works as a separate terminal, while each 
player has their own roulette result for each game. Prizes are won when the player 
places a Lucky 8 side bet and the number 8 appears more than once sequentially. 
  
Enjoyed via R Franco’s new generation of multigame terminal, OnMix, which is set to take 
centre stage alongside; its latest touch-screen multi-game machine is able to integrate 
multiple games from a range of providers, as well as connecting to different peripherals 
while setting networks with other gaming terminals. 
  
R Franco’s Compact Roulette is also set to return by popular demand for a second ICE 
appearance, offering a modern ergonomic design, an optional progressive jackpot system 
and multiple configuration options, ensuring it can be adapted to any gaming location.  
  
Last but not least, R. Franco’s Multiexperience gaming catalogue is set make its 
appearance, incorporating three of its latest casino games, all developed in-house by the 
provider’s stellar gaming team. 
  



The first, Golden Idol, a multiplier-multiline game with 20 fixed lines, offering a wealth of 
free games and a unique cascade effect to form new combinations is set to lead the 
charge, with galactic caper ‘It Came from Dark Space’ set to follow up with expanded wild 
symbols, extra spins and free games to keep every player engaged. 
  
For gaming fans who like to keep their slots tropical, Mauna Loa is also set to add a 
Hawaiian flair, with winning combinations made from the games 6x5 grid, as well stacked 
symbols, sticky win respins and free spins with drop symbol features.   
  
Commenting on R. Franco’s plans for ICE, Santiago Escribano, CEO of the R. 
Franco Group said: 
  
“As Spain’s most established gaming company, we’re delighted to be at ICE for another 
year – and our stellar team is set to be ready and waiting to show delegates why we’re 
the world’s favourite land-based gaming provider. 
  
“We’re able to offer an unbeatable range of games, solutions and tech products that 
ensure our partners are leaders in every market they operate in, no matter the location or 
challenge. Drop by our stand; we’ll be sure to find you a gaming solution that meets your 
needs.” 
 


